Objectives: Given the quickening speed of discovery of variant disease drivers from combined patient genotype and phenotype data, the objective is to provide methodology using big data technology to support the definition of deep phenotypes in medical records. Methods: As the vast stores of genomic information increase with next generation sequencing, the importance of deep phenotyping increases. The growth of genomic data and adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHR) in medicine provides a unique opportunity to integrate phenotype and genotype data into medical records. The method by which collections of clinical findings and other health related data are leveraged to form meaningful phenotypes is an active area of research. Longitudinal data stored in EHRs provide a wealth of information that can be used to construct phenotypes of patients. We focus on a practical problem around data integration for deep phenotype identification within EHR data. The use of big data approaches are described that enable scalable markup of EHR events that can be used for semantic and temporal similarity analysis to support the identification of phenotype and genotype relationships. Conclusions: Stead and colleagues' 2005 concept of using light standards to increase the productivity of software systems by riding on the wave of hardware/processing power is described as a harbinger for designing future healthcare systems. The big data solution, using flexible markup, provides a route to improved utilization of processing power for organizing patient records in genotype and phenotype research.
Introduction
Enormous volumes of electronic data are collected on patients across the world at an ever-increasing rate. Traditional clinical workflows are already overwhelmed with the problem of too much data and too little time [1] . The idea of finding relevant knowledge for the patient at hand from the millions of clinical experiences accumulated in Electronic Health Records (EHR) is a daunting task--how do we search for such knowledge and how do we know the associations observed are valid? Starren and colleagues argue that including next generation sequencing within EHRs will further overwhelm workflows in clinical practice [2] and poses a host of challenges [3] .
How can informaticists create the next generation of information systems that address both the present and future challenges of data scope and diversity? Stead et al. [4] , in a seminal paper, describe the problem of building large health information systems as a tension between investment in software-based and hardware/processor-power-based solutions. While most developers and informaticists believe that a solution lies in better software capable of handling the new complexities of medical care, the upshot of the Stead and colleagues article is that investment in more complex software systems may not be the best approach to solving the growing complexity of clinical data. They argue that software development improves linearly, with about five percent gains yearly in efficiency and capabilities to address complexities. In contrast, hardware processing power has improved exponen-tially (Moore's Law), doubling every 18 months. Simpler software systems that rely on hardware processing power to address complexity have an inherent advantage.
To shift healthcare to a model that relies more on processing power than on software complexity, Stead et al. propose the use of an internet like approach to health information system development using light prescriptive standards (e.g., URL, HTTP and HTML) that support flexible markup coupled with massive indexing of simple data stores. Heralding the rise of "big data" architectures, they propose combining "light" methods with reference standards based on ontologies and vocabularies for flexible markup of EHR data. The tagging of clinical information at different levels of specificity is modeled on the standards approaches that enabled the rapid expansion of the Internet. Reference standards can evolve over time, which is important in domains where knowledge is rapidly evolving such as genomic data in medicine. To date, the approach remains theoretical, but the success of big data architectures in other industries suggests that it is both feasible and advantageous.
Background
Although extant EHR systems could be overwhelmed by genomic scale data, combining data with omics resources and associating deep phenotypes with patient records will advance knowledge discovery of genetic disorders [5] and support the practice of personalized medicine [6] . To reach this goal without overwhelming EHRs there are a number of challenges that must be overcome: phenotyping in the EHR, omics data representation and big data analytics in medicine. Researchers are actively addressing these challenges and accelerating advancement.
Phenotyping in the EHR
Phenotype is specified through the expressed characteristics of an organism that result from variation in its genotype interacting with an environment [7] . Deep phenotyping [6] extends phenotyping into clinical data with the variation of clinical concepts collected over patient-clinician encounters used to define phenotypic cohorts of patients. From the perspective of clinical records, a phenotype is a collection of clinical traits and measurements that describe fundamental attributes of a patient. The phenotype can be a single trait such as race or a collection of events that compose a cohort of patients that are of interest for a particular question being investigated. The use of constellations of events to define phenotype provides a way of specifying the criteria for a cohort of patients. The use of groups of events allows the definition of a phenotype to go beyond diagnosis coded with International Classification of Disease, version 9 codes (ICD9) and potentially assesses the accuracy of assigned codes [8] .
A prerequisite to achieving precision medicine is the systematic study of phenotype abnormalities through deep phenotyping that identifies human deviations in morphology, physiology and behavior [6] . Through controlled experiments with precise phenotype definitions, phenotypes have been developed extensively in animal models [9] . In clinical settings, on the other hand, the data are noisy and collected for the purpose of delivering medical treatment at the point of care rather than phenotyping. Consequently, data stored in EHRs do not have the same consistency and precision of data collected for experiments.
Hripcsak and Albers discuss the challenges to phenotyping in the EHR such as incompleteness, inaccuracy, complexity and bias [8] . They propose studying the complex-ities of the EHR as a means of improving phenotype collection and improving EHR processes to support phenotype development. They also touch upon expanding the way in which phenotypes can be defined in terms of time series data analysis. They describe the process of phenotyping in the EHR as an iterative approach in which experts curate a set of cohort patients expressing a phenotype in order to create a training data set. Features are then extracted from the EHR, rules are constructed, and sensitivity along with specificity are measured until they reach an acceptable validated level for the training data. The rules are then applied to the full data set. The consistency of vocabularies and ontologies used to describe EHR data can be explored to determine the impact they have on the rules generated and complexity of extracting phenotype from medical data.
Prescriptive phenotype definition is not the only approach to the problem; it is also possible to define a phenotype by example based on medical events. The field is currently advancing techniques in ontology construction for developing phenotype and similarity measures to search and match phenotypes [10, 11] . Ontologies and vocabularies are central to phenotype definition within EHR data. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [12] provides a repository of vocabularies with which to consistently markup medical records. Expanding potential applications of the repository, conceptual similarity has been used to relate it to other knowledge sources [13] . The UMLS contains vocabularies such as the Logical Observations Identifiers, Names, Codes (LOINC) used to encode lab tests [14] , RxNorm [15] for normalized medication names, ICD9 [16] for diagnostic codes and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine--Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) with high concept coverage and explicit semantic relationships [17] , which combined, become very relevant for the specification of phenotype.
Ontologies
Using a reference standard to harmonize phenotype research, the Human Phenotype Ontology project created a common termi-nology and ontological representation that can be used for consistently categorizing phenotypes in human disease [18] . It connects with the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) resource and extends it through the use of a controlled vocabulary for consistent labeling [19] . Doelken et al. [10] describe the Human Phenotype Ontology project and its continuous build architecture. They also describe software that facilitates consistency management with resources such as OMIM.
The use of ontological information enables the patient history or event streams to be organized with hierarchical data structures that allow flexible annotation and searching of the data. An organizational mechanism based on directed acyclic graph (DAG) representations can be used to encode the ontology. The use of DAGs is widespread in genomics (e.g., the Gene Ontology and Sequence Ontology).
A strategy for managing the dynamic domain of genotype and phenotype data is to combine highly indexed flexible ontological markup of data files with ontology distance measures of events in the patient population. Software systems store events from patients as clinical encounters with clinical content (much of it is free text) and metadata on context of collection. By marking up observations from each clinical encounter using a flexible and extensible format, a stream of events can be associated with each patient. The primary interest is to draw similar cohorts from streams of clinical events in the EHR.
Semantic and Temporal Similarity
There are multiple approaches to calculating similarity measures between patient cases such as path length between terms in an ontology or similarity of temporal sequences that occur in the patient's record. A distance measure can be computed between terms by searching for the shortest path connecting them. Köhler et al. [20] examine clinical diagnostics using semantic similarity searches on clinical feature that describe phenotypes. The tool uses the Human Phenotype Ontology to augment the searches. They validated the tool with sim-ulated data and describe how the approach can be applied to assist in diagnostic workflow. Girdea et al. [11] present PhenoTips a web-based tool for documenting phenotype information that is used within clinical encounters. The open source software uses the Human Phenotype Ontology and connects with OMIM. PhenoTips has been deployed and used to collect anonymized patient phenotype information for three research projects in hospitals across Canada. The tool is specifically designed to fit within clinical workflows and has incorporated feedback from clinicians using the system. Inherent in the concept of similarity are representations of patient-history. While the genome of a patient may be stable, the interpretation of the variants, the effects of disease and environment evolve over time. The evolution of a patient's health events related to a disease may follow the same or a similar trajectory to other patients. Leveraging the concept of similar trajectories, an approach to predicting an index patient's health events could use temporal alignment of the health records from comparator patients [21] .
Systems such as Lifelines2, discussed in the visualization literature, apply techniques to identify and align patients. Specifically, these systems use an index case to find matching cases, those with exact matches of ordered events to the index case. The ordered events from the matched cases are aligned to the index case and used to predict future events for the index case [22] . When multiple cases are aligned to an index case, the range of outcomes from the matched cases provides a prediction guide for the index case.
The approach of finding patients that match an index patient assumes that the underlying illness and the course of prior events are similar [22] . This is a reasonable assumption, if one assumes that the clinical phenotype of a patient is given by both underlying medical conditions and the aligning medical events. Expanding this conceptual definition of phenotype, Wongsuphasawat [23] extends Lifelines2 to include differentiation between and filtering out of unimportant events, inclusion of demographic features, and modeling of the trajectory those patients took to reach the alignment point [24] . This further expands the conceptual definition of phenotype. Phenotype is not only the disease but also its response over time to native homeostatic mechanisms and to treatment.
Even if there is similarity in the underlying conditions (e.g., a myocardial infarction), the health events ordered across time (e.g., a myocardial infarction, followed by congestive heart failure and low blood pressure) may also serve an important role in defining phenotype. If a patient has had several prior heart attacks or had a heart transplant prior to the heart attack, knowledge of the path that patients followed prior to the aligning event may be critical in developing a phenotype that could be used for treatment planning. When using EHRs and as the number of events considered increases, the probability of finding cases with an exact match in the sequence becomes reduced. Lee and colleagues [25, 26] have explored relaxing the requirements for exact match by weighting the differences in comparisons of sequence events using dynamic programming methods, however, this approach faces challenges with exponential complexity in the number of patterns. Adding difficulty, similar events in a sequence must be considered as well. For example, a patient who has asthma that follows treatment with the beta blocker metoprolol is similar to one who has asthma that follows treatment with a beta blocker propranolol, but not necessary to one who has asthma that follows treatment with aspirin.
Approaches to address this complexity may require application of tools such as Ayers et al.'s [27] Sequential Pattern Mining Using Bitmaps (SPAM) algorithm [28] or artificial intelligence methods for temporal abstraction, such as those applied in Shahar's and colleagues Knave II application [29] . Nonetheless, deep phenotyping has to include the course a patient has followed to reach a particular point in time, as this ultimately reflects concepts of disease progression, complications of illness, and response (or non response) to treatment.
Extending analysis approaches with time series information from the EHR enables the recognition of trending patterns that enhance phenotypic description. By constructing deep phenotypes from clinical notes and other medical findings, a more precise description of a patient's health and treatment options can be developed and similarities between patients can be identified, especially in relationship to genomic data and molecular drivers of the phenotypes.
Omics Data Representation
In the last two decades medicine has witnessed a revolution in the development and use of different molecular biology and "-omics" technologies and methodologies. Traditionally used as powerful tools towards a better understating of the mechanisms associated with disease, they are transitioning to critical tools for achieving improved healthcare by means of precision medicine. In the last five years this trend has been reinforced by the developments and evolution of sequencing methods that have substantially reduced the costs of accessing these technologies, and thus, facilitate their adoption for clinical applications [30] . These new methodologies have brought with them an explosion in the volumes of data generated and pose a challenge for their management and interpretation.
Almost simultaneously, there has been a movement towards the widespread use and adoption of EHRs in the clinical setting. Consequently, EHR developers have to incorporate new forms and data types generated in the genomics and molecular fields, manage them effectively and present the assay results in a meaningful way to users. The speed in the advances and changes in genomics represents additional challenges for EHRs in terms of variability and quantity of data generated. This increasing complexity caused by the evolution of genomic technologies is exemplified in the changes associated with differences in the management of laboratory results. Initially laboratories were focused on a single gene analysis or gene panels. This was followed by the management of millions of variants identified in genotyping experiments based on genome wide association studies (GWAS) and more recently the management of whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole genome sequencing (WGS). In 2003, when the Human Genome Project was finished, it meant the successful accomplishment of a multibillion dollar international project that required several years to complete, now new advanced next generation sequencing techniques have reduced the costs and data turnaround in a manner that have made gathering individual genomes for clinical purposes a reality. The investment in WES technology combined with patient data has resulted in over 100 Mendelian disease variants being identified in the past three years [5] .
The big volumes of data generated with the latest genomic approaches add an important challenge for biomedical informatics and EHRs not just because of their size itself but also because of the processing, analysis requirements and methodologies that must be applied in order to present the data in a useful and meaningful manner for clinical users. These processes need to generate key metadata to be included with the genomic data to aid in their interpretation. The metadata should include aspects such as the laboratory techniques, bioinformatics, tools, databases and pipelines used to generate those data.
Masys et al. [3] described some of the challenges associated with the inclusion of genomic data in EHRs. They identified seven challenges: Separation of raw data and interpreted data; Annotation of data generation and processing; Requirement of lossless compression methods to reduce data footprint; Presentation of the clinically actionable data; Use of human and machine readable formats to facilitate the design and implementation of decision support methods; Anticipation changes in genomic variation; and finally Design of systems supporting clinical care and research.
Although the term "omics" covers a multitude of different approaches (e.g., proteomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, microbiomics), most of the current efforts to incorporate these data in the EHRs have been focused on the integration of genomics information. Even this has been generally limited to the inclusion of a single genome per individual whereas it is possible to find different genomes within an individual in different situations such as transplant recipients, chimerism or cancer. Therefore the possibilities of having to integrate multiple genomes into the EHRs are real and should be considered in the design of future systems. Additionally in the last couple of decades the landscape of gene expression analysis has been dominated by microarray technology but the reduction in the cost of sequencing technologies is leading towards the replacement of microarrays by RNA-Seq (RNA sequencing) analysis bringing an additional source of large volumes of sequencing data that should be managed.
The complexity of integrating genomic data into EHRs and the clinical workflow become a rationale for intermediate solutions, specifically, the development of ancillary systems that incrementally evolve increasing functionality [2] . Ancillary technologies provide a route to gradually incorporate big data infrastructure into EHR systems.
To achieve a successful integration of genomic data into the EHRs it is necessary to adapt and develop available standards to ensure efficient data and information exchange between the laboratories where the data are generated, the EHR and their users and in some cases as well with the possible ancillary repositories where the genomic data are stored [2] . Standards for genomic variants such as the genome variation format (GVF) [31] can be used to store data along with some existing terminologies and ontologies, such as LOINC, SNOMED-CT, that have been adapted for these new data. The approach of combining consistent markup with efficient genomic storage is a key aspect to ensure the successful use of genomic data in the EHRs.
Despite the many hurdles, there are numerous examples where genomic data have been successfully included in the EHRs for both research and clinical purposes such as those from the electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) consortium [32] . Newton et al. [33] provide a comprehensive description of phenotyping processes in the eMERGE network. They touch upon the complexity of the task and methodologies for achieving it through the use of machine learning and data reduction methods.
Another major challenge from a technology perspective is integrating the different types of omics data with phenotype identification. Ontologies can be used to both integrate data from diverse sources through unified semantics and to provide relationships for computational analysis such as semantic similarity. Similarity metrics can be calculated through ontologies and other algorithms to model the degree of content similarity to identify phenotypes. This explosion of data requires adoption of new technology such as big data approaches for managing and analyzing it.
Another strength of the big data Hadoop system is the ability to commoditize the use of hardware for scaling data storage and computation. New nodes can be added to scale with storage needs. Because the knowledge around genomic variant and omics data will change significantly over time, computationally powerful and dynamic systems are needed that can re-analyze data as new knowledge is created. A value added component of big data systems is the ability to store and process variant information and utilize it when its relevance is identified. Given the growth of genomic data in clinical systems, such as the VA's Million Veterans Project, the ability to incrementally scale the storage and analysis platform is highly desirable.
Discussion
Data integration is a key component to building huge data systems filled with biological, genomic, clinical, phenotype and other health related data. Data integration involves combining or linking data from multiple sources to enable data sharing, expanded data sets, secondary analysis/reuse of data and broadening multidisciplinary collaborations. In Seoane et al. [37] review of data integration in genomic medicine, they observed that data integration approaches of cross-linking, data warehouses and federation are suitable for particular applications, but are not general solutions. The problem is a plethora of small heterogeneous data sets that resist integration through the complexity of variety. The cases of EHR data, omics data and deep phenotyping involve the big data variety problem. Hadoop data stores offer a new approach to reduce and manage the complexity of high variety data.
Although difficult, the variety problem in big data can be addressed through the use of BigTable paradigm because the data can be stored in a raw format and transformed at the time it is needed with as much precision as the raw format encodes. Rather than the data warehouse paradigm that needs to harmonize to a canonical representation, the new big data methods for integration have the ability to store data without normalizing it in a relational data model. The reference standard approach supports the management of the flexible markup of patient records along with using ontologies to organize and search those records [4] . The phenotype and genotype of the patient can then be maintained through the denormalized markup language developed for knowledge discovery in EHR data. The NoSQL solution does not preclude the development of standardized representations; it just does not make heavy standardization and normalization a prerequisite to integrating high variety data into the system.
Using deep phenotype information at the point of care introduces the need for real-time analysis to meet the requirements of point of care services. To present potential deep phenotypes to the clinician that incorporates time series data from the EHR, the analysis system needs to have parallelizable components that can break the task into independent chunks. This enables parallel algorithms to speed processing time and to deliver results with acceptable response times.
Given the existence of scalable big data stores and analysis capabilities, deep phenotyping analysis can be applied to time series and trending information in medical records. Clinical data are loaded into the Hadoop cluster and analyzed along with other data within the cluster. Having all the data within the Hadoop cluster allows phenotype and genotype data to be linked and analyzed on a common platform. The analysis approach involves writing the appropriate MapReduce program to assess similarity of patients in deep phenotypic cohorts. The Mahout MapReduce code base has been developed for machine learning using Hadoop. It implements learning algorithms such as nearest neighbor and handles running the mappers and reducers across a cluster and outputs the resulting classification model. Mahout provides a solution within the Hadoop framework to parallelize analysis and increase performances to potentially address speed requirements at point of care.
Conclusions
The scientific advances in the types of data available and the diversity of algorithms for phenotyping analysis of clinical data put software development further behind. Traditional relational data warehouses are well suited for facts aggregation over dimensions that can be preconfigured for fast query answering. This is useful for identifying patterns indexed by dimension tables, but is difficult to apply to time series information, which is core to understanding or predicting a patient's health trajectory. A patient's health information over time is critical for deep phenotyping. Specifically, it is necessary to understand a patient's response to treatment where clinical measurement trends with the delivery of a therapeutic intervention. New approaches are needed to deal with the scale of clinical data and the rapidly expanding diversity of algorithms. These approaches, heralded in Stead et al. [4] , focus on simple data models augmented by extensive, flexible indexing driven by raw computing power.
Many of the discussed challenges are tightly intertwined and are critical for achieving precision medicine. Omics is an extremely dynamic field and our knowledge about the effects associated with the different variants is continuously evolving and being updated. Analysis and interpretation of omics data are supported by the existing knowledge and predictions available at the moment of the analysis. Interpretation of some variants may change over time and it is necessary to keep open the possibility of reinterpreting the data using the advances in knowledge and interpretation of the human variants as well as applying improved analytical tools and pipelines. Advances require gaining access to new and extended datasets that inform knowledge discovery on health and diseases across different populations. For this reason it is important that omics data are accessible for research purposes under the appropriate ethical approval. The relevance of this sharing process for research comes because in many aspects and despite the noise and difficulties to mine and extract information from the EHRs, they represent the best data annotation source, that when combined with omics data, can advance the practice of precision medicine.
By treating EHR data as clinical event streams, a number of new big data methods can be developed and adapted from the technology sector. The content of these streams can be processed in combination with strat-egies for conceptual markup of events and matching of event streams, to rapidly retrieve and identify phenotypes. Specifically, big data solutions can use tagged data coupled with ontologies to identify phenotypes. The growth of clinically relevant deep phenotyping in this genomic medicine era depends on the application of flexible and evolving approaches to nosology, that is in turn, enabled by a move to new, computational-intensive big data architectures.
